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1 Complete Summary Statistics for All Variables

In the main paper, we present only selected summary statistics for the variables upon which

we focus in the body of the paper. Table A1 documents the complete set of summary

statistics for any variable that is employed in any speci�cation in the choice models discussed

in this paper.

2 Complete Results for Models in the Main Paper

Likewise, only selected coe�cient estimates are presented in the tables featured in the body

of the paper. Table A2 provides complete versions of Models 1, 2, and 3 in Table 2 the

body of the paper. Table A3 provides complete version of Models 3 and 4 in Table 2 in the

body of the paper.

3 Additional Discussion, by Section of the Main Paper

3.1 Additional Introductory Information

A dissertation by Cicchetti (1969) was one of the �rst wide-ranging attempts to assess the

demand for birding, along with many other outdoor recreation activities. Much of the earliest

research concerns the value of waterfowl to hunters, as in Brown & Hammack (1973). Hay &

McConnell (1979), however, note that 1977 National Outdoor Recreation Survey found that

�50 percent of the U.S. population, 12 years or older, had walked to observe nature, bird-

watch, or photograph birds and wildlife in the preceding year� (U.S. Department of Interior

1978). Since the time of these early assessments, there have been several types of studies that

consider di�erent dimensions of birding, but few comprehensive attempts have been made to

measure the social welfare e�ects of changes in the quality of birding opportunities across a
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wide area. The �rst type looks at the participation decision, seeking to di�erentiate between

the casual and committed birdwatcher (e.g. Kellert (1985); Boxall & McFarlane (1993);

Booth et al. (2011); Cooper & Smith (2010); Scott & Lee (2010)). The second type seeks to

understand who is attracted to birding events (e.g. Isaacs et al. (2005); Lee et al. (2009)).

Cooper & Smith (2010) consider di�erences in the way birding is approached according to

the gender of the participant.

The conventional economic impacts of wildlife watching activities have certainly been

documented. The National Survey of Fishing, Hunting, and Wildlife-Associated Recreation

(NS-FHWAR) survey, for example, collects information on wildlife-watching expenditures

and reports these at the state level. However, these data summarize participation patterns

and the revenues of suppliers and out�tters, for example, not the consumer surplus associated

with these recreational activities.

This criticism re�ects a research gap noted by Ando & Shah (forthcoming): �little has

been done yet to explore how to extract value from non-consumptive wildlife users like

birdwatchers.�

Broader context of the literature. It is important to situate our work in the context of the rel-

evant broader literature, beyond just research about birds. Economic studies of recreational

site choice originated with the single-site travel cost method �rst proposed by Hotelling

(1947). However, the most common approach now considers choices among multiple sites, as

we do here, based on site attributes and using the random utility method (RUM) framework

proposed by McFadden (1974). The RUM framework can produce welfare measures on a

per-trip basis for marginal changes in environmental quality.

There have been numerous applications of travel-cost RUM analyses to problems involv-

ing ecosystem valuation, with increasing levels of sophistication over time. Other applications

have included research by Parsons & Kealy (1992) on the value of fresh-water recreation, by

Pendleton & Mendelsohn (1998) on the value of recreational �shing, by Parsons et al. (2000)
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on the value of �shing lakes, by Englin et al. (2006) on the value of old growth forest ecosys-

tems to backcountry hikers, as well research by Johnstone & Markandya (2006) on the value

of marginal changes in river quality. These studies consider the welfare e�ects to be expected

from the opening or closure of a particular site, or from environmental improvements such

an increase in water quality, or remediation of pollution. Kinnell et al. (2006) also point out

that one must sometimes also allow for negative site attributes (i.e. disamenities), such as

crime rates at urban destinations.

Recreational �shing has certainly been one of the most-common contexts for the esti-

mation of RUM models of recreational site choice, for example Pendleton & Mendelsohn

(1998), Ahn et al. (2000) and Timmins & Murdock (2007). Sophisticated choice models for

recreational �shing include expected catch rate as a key attribute a�ecting the destination

choices of anglers as in Scrogin et al. (2004) and Johnstone & Markandya (2006). Catch

rates in recreational �shing site-choice applications (at least for non-consumptive catch-and-

release �sheries) are somewhat analogous to bird sightings in a model of site choices by

recreational birders. However, because of the speci�city of �shing gear, anglers tend to seek

locations with greater numbers for just one target species, rather than seeking locations with

the greatest variety of �sh species.

Methodological considerations. If the data include a variety of sociodemographic characteris-

tics for each recreationalist, taste parameters may be modeled as varying systematically with

these observable individual characteristics. Alternatively, tastes may be modeled as varying

randomly across individuals in unobservable ways, but with some parametric distribution of

possible values. One way or another, allowances for individual heterogeneity in preferences

can be important for recreational site choice models, as Revelt & Train (1998) show when

they introduce the mixed logit model (random-parameters logit model) as an alternative to

the standard conditional logit. McFadden & Train (2000) demonstrate that any RUM can

be approximated by a mixed logit and that the relaxation of the IIA assumption can yield
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improvements in the �t of the model when repeated choices are available for each individual.

Hynes et al. (2008) consider mixed logit models and latent class models, �nding that indi-

vidual skill levels appear to a�ect welfare estimates in their random-parameters logit model,

although not in their latent class model. Furthermore, Hindsley et al. (2011) �nd that it can

be important to avoid �avidity bias� by controlling for the individual's scale of participation

in the activity in question.

We also explore models that control for collectively determined site characteristics such

as congestion. We agree with Jakus & Shaw (1997) that any study modeling site choices

using revealed preference data ought to use an ex ante measure of expected congestion. We

measure expected congestion using the overall number of eBird visits to that site in the

same month of the previous year, as a share of all reported eBird visits to any site in that

same prior year and month. This measure is in the spirit of Timmins & Murdock (2007).

We thus exploit the multi-year panel nature of the eBird diary data. Failure to explore

how congestion impacts a given type of recreational experience might lead us to a default

assumption that congestion is bad for all types of recreational activities, whereas this may

not always be true. Some types of recreation may also be social activities. With birding, a

destination may be more valuable if there is a greater chance that other birders will be there

to corroborate any new species sightings. Of course, historical visitation rates to a site can

also be an indicator of the site's popularity.

Timmins & Murdock (2007) test whether their congestion measure is picking up ag-

glomeration e�ects from others being at the same �shing site, or disutilty from congestion.

Rollins et al. (2008) quantify the impact of congestion on welfare for several di�erent outdoor

recreational activities and �nd that congestion e�ects vary by site and activity. Their results

suggest it is important to discriminate among the e�ects of congestion across di�erent activ-

ities. O'Hara (2013) has developed a way to deal with perceived congestion that is similar

in spirit to the Timmins & Murdock (2007) approach. But note that congestion may be
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of greater concern for recreational activities were the environmental goods and services are

more rival in nature (e.g. a rock climbing route, a prime �shing spot, etc.).

3.2 Additional Information about the Data

Sample selection. Our analysis employs a sample of convenience. Travel costs can be cal-

culated only for eBird members who volunteer their home address information when they

register with the project, permitting us to geocode their origin for birding trips. This re-

striction limits us to approximately 25 percent of total eBird membership, so some e�ort to

assess and correct for any systematic sample selection is required. We use an ad hoc method

proposed by Cameron & DeShazo (2013), that employs sociodemographic data available at

the county level for the �likely� home address of each birder, whether or not they provided

address information at registration. We identify the likely county of residence for each eBird

member as the spatial center of gravity of all of the birding trips reported by that member.

We resort to county-level statistics as explanatory variables for our sample selection model.

The sample selection procedure is discussed in greater detail in section 6 of this appendix.1

We acknowledge that there is self-selection into the set of traveling birders, not just into the

set of eBirders with home addresses. Also, eBirder members may travel to see birds, but fail

to report that trip to eBird.

Consideration sets. For this analysis, we limit the overall geographic scope, the radius for

sites included in each birder's imputed consideration set, and the time period. We focus on

just those eBirders who live in northwestern U.S. states of Washington and Oregon, where

a relatively high proportion of eBird members with available address information reside (see

Figure A1). Birding hotspots are inventoried by eBird.2

1Unfortunately, we have no means to control rigorously for self-selection from the overall U.S. population
of birders into membership in eBird, due to the shortage of detailed sociodemographic information in the
basic eBird data.

2The set of eligible destinations described in eBird is not exogenously given, but has evolved from the
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For the main set of results, we limit the choice set to sites within a 60-minute drive of

the eBirder's home and we include both visited and non-visited hotspots.3 We also conduct

a sensitivity analysis limiting the choice set to only those sites visited by at least one eBird

member during the entire sample period, regardless of whether the eBird member provided

home address information and could be used in our estimation sample. We also conduct

a sensitivity analysis for an expanded choice set of sites within a 120-minute drive of their

home address. We are less concerned about potential mismeasurement of their travel costs

because the trip behavior of these members suggests they have not moved (or at least have

not moved very far) from the address they reported at the time they joined eBird. (For the

distribution of travel times, see Figure A3.)

Expected numbers of species. To address some earlier data-quality concerns, eBird now

uses an automated data �lter to screen for the plausibility of each submitted observation by

comparing the new data entry with prior data entries within close proximity. This mechanism

�lters out improbable sightings for closer inspection before they are included in the dataset

(Wiersma, 2010).

Travel costs. For the sets of birding hotspots that we assume to constitute the consideration

set for each eBird member, we use the travel time to each destination rather than the

distance. This allows for the e�ects of road conditions (e.g. road quality or speed limits)

on trip time (see Figure A4). In the estimating sample, approximately 75 percent of the

trips taken by the 221 eBird members in Oregon and Washington were to sites within an

hour's drive of their home, leading us to select as our preferred speci�cation a model based

on trips within a one-hour one-way drive time. As a robustness assessment, we will also

report the key estimates for our main model with two broader de�nitions of the �extent of

interaction of bird populations and human trip choices in the past.
3Members provide information to eBird when they �rst register. To minimize the risk of mismeasuring a

member's travel cost due to them moving, we limit our analysis to trips taken between 2010 and 2012, with
trips in 2009 being used to generate the needed lagged variables.
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the market��de�ned by one-way travel times of 90 minutes and 120 minutes, in addition to

our baseline of 60 minutes. About 95 percent of all trips were to sites within a 120 minutes

of home (see Figure A3). However, we choose to feature our more conservative choice sets

to avoid mistakenly attributing long trips to members who have merely changed their place

of residence by a large distance since their eBird registration.

For the value of travel time, we standardize household income to an individual measure by

dividing it by the square root of the average household size (i.e. the Luxembourg equivalency

scale method) to �nd the individual equivalent individual income for that census tract. We

then divide by 2000 to produce an estimate of the equivalent hourly wage, based on the

assumption that individuals work 40 hours a week for 50 weeks per year.

Land management regimes. We use the CBI Edition PAD-US, Version 2 and USGS Gap

Analysis Program (GAP) Version 1.3). These data categorize the ecological management

regime for each hotspot location, such as who owns the land, who manages the land, whether

and how it is managed for biodiversity, and the spatial extent of the protected area. These

datasets were created to facilitate landscape analyses. Our omitted GAP category is �no

known ecological management of the site.� GAP Status Code De�nitions can be found in

the USGS GAP-PAD-US Standards and Methods for State Data Stewards, January 2013

page 11.

Collective prior behavior. Given that overall eBird membership has been growing, we should

not use the absolute number of eBird members visiting the site in prior years. However, if

we can assume that eBird members are a random subset of all birders, the proportion of

eBirders visiting a site should track the proportion of all birders visiting that site in a given

month and year.
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3.3 Additional Information about the Empirical Strategy

Basic speci�cation with seasonality and site attributes. Our basic RUM framework follows

from McFadden (1974) and is discussed in most advanced econometrics textbooks.

Seasonal (monthly) indicators and a time-trend variable, collectively denoted as Tt, do

not vary across the di�erent destinations in a birder's consideration set for a given trip, so

any simply additive term in these variables will not help to explain the choices between sites

for that trip. The only way for these types of variables to contribute to an explanation of

choices is through their possible e�ects on the marginal utilities of other attributes that do

di�er across sites, such as expected species richness, E[S]jt, as shown in equation (1) in the

body of the paper. (See the discussion on p. 193 of Haab & McConnell (2003).)

Revelt & Train (1998) show that a mixed logit speci�cation allows for more-general

substitution patterns than the ordinary conditional logit, and McFadden & Train (2000)

demonstrate that RUM models can be closely approximated by a mixed logit. The basic

framework for mixed-logit models is outlined in Train (1999) and in more detail in Chapter 6

of Train (2009). In the environmental economics literature, Smith (2005) implements a mixed

logit model using the site choices of sea urchin divers in California over a ten-year period,

with emphasis on expected revenue at a site as the main variable of interest. Smith (2005)

also introduces state-dependence, a suggestion by Train (1999), as a way to allow a person's

choice(s) in an earlier period to a�ect their choices in the current period. One of the few

applications of state-dependence and the incorporation of time-varying site attributes in a

recreational demand context appears to be Moeltner & Englin (2004) who look at snow-sport

recreationalists' choices of ski areas in the Lake Tahoe area in the United States. An earlier

paper by Provencher & Bishop (1997) explores the dynamic nature of choice sets applied to

recreational salmon and trout anglers �shing choices in the Great Lakes.

Mixed logit models. These models are based on probabilities that individual i will choose
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alternative j on choice occasion t. If a speci�cation involves both �xed and random param-

eters, as do our models in equations (3) and (4) in the body of the paper, we can partition

the vector of estimated coe�cients into two subsets. In what follows, let β = (β0 + µi) be

the random parameter(s) and let θ = (β1, β2, β3, γ1, γ2) remain �xed. On any given choice

occasion, then, the mixed logit choice probabilities are given by:

P i
jt =

∫
Lijt(β, θ)f(β)dβ (1)

where Lijt(β, θ) is the conventional logit probability evaluated at parameters (β, θ), based on

the systematic portion of the utility derived from each alternative, V i
jt:

Lijt(β, θ) =
eV

i
jt∑

k e
V i
kt

(2)

and where f(β) in equation 1 is the density function for the random parameter(s) β. The

mixed logit choice probability is thus a weighted average of the logit formula evaluated at

di�erent values of β, with the weights given by the density function f(β). Tailored to our

example, let f(β) = φ(β|β0, σ2) and the mixed logit probabilities are thus:

P i
jt =

∫ (
eV

i
jt∑

k e
V i
kt

)
φ(β|β0, σ2

µ)dβ (3)

where the �xed parameters θ in our model, as well as the random β coe�cient, are embedded

within the expressions for V i
jt.

One inconvenience is that the estimated marginal-utility-of-income parameter, α, appears

in the denominator of the TWTP and MWTP formulas and is not bounded away from zero in

conventional conditional logit estimation algorithms. The mean of a ratio of asymptotically

normally distributed random variables is unde�ned. Thus we use the expedient of building

a sampling distribution for each estimated quantity of interest, to give a sense of its central
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tendency and dispersion, based on 1000 random draws from the joint distribution of the

estimated parameters.4

3.4 Additional Information about the Results

Systematic sample selection corrections. Our estimated coe�cients in Table 2 in the body

of the paper all pertain to an eBird member with the average propensity to appear in our

estimating sample (i.e. to have provided home address information). We allow both the

coe�cient on the travel cost variable and the baseline coe�cient on the expected species

variable to vary systematically with the �tted propensity from our probit model to explain

home address provision among all eBird members in Washington and Oregon states.5

Estimation software. Estimation of the coe�cients in Table 2 in the body of the paper

is accomplished using the mixlogit.ado utility for Stata, with some �xed-coe�cient results

based on clogit provided in the Appendix, for comparison. Note that the standard errors

in these speci�cations are not clustered by individual. Cameron & Miller (2011) argue that

in the presence of group-speci�c �xed e�ects, one cannot compute cluster-robust standard

errors. For the mixed logit random-parameter models featured in the body of the paper, we

instead bootstrap the standard errors using 500 Halton draws (Train, 2009).

The conventional conditional logit assumes the independence of irrelevant alternatives.

This restriction is often violated. Evidence of a non-zero variance for the random param-

eter in most of our models further motivates the use of a mixed logit, which places fewer

restrictions on substitution patterns.

4Some researchers estimate instead the logarithm of α, thus constraining α itself to be strictly positive, but
we rely on Stata's estimation algorithms with their default parameterizations of the mixed logit algorithm.

5Let DAP i be the individual's �deviation from the average propensity� to supply address information. In
the tables in this paper, this variable is shown as �dev. mean. incl. prop.� Our models thus specify our two
key coe�cients as: α = α + δ1DAP

i and β0 = β0 + δ2DAP
i. The �selection correction� coe�cients δ1 and

δ2 can be found at the bottoms of each table of complete estimation results in this appendix. This is an ad
hoc approach to selection correction, so we attempt no formal correction to the variance-covariance matrix
for the estimated parameters as a consequence of the estimated nature of the DAP i variable.
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Estimated seasonal e�ects. We considered whether our assumption of constant year-round

travel costs to any given site might be inappropriate. Travel costs may be systematically

underestimated for winter months such as February, for example. If the travel-cost variable

ought to be larger in February, but is assumed to be constant over the year, its coe�cient

may take up the slack. We have explored this possibility by allowing α to di�er systemati-

cally in the three winter months (December, January and February). We thought we might

see a larger absolute value for the di�erentiated travel-cost coe�cient value in these months.

However, the estimated marginal utility of an additional species remains statistically sig-

ni�cantly lower in February than in January, and the additional winter component of the

travel cost coe�cient is not statistically signi�cantly di�erent from zero. Thus we conclude

that the anomalous negative e�ect of February on the marginal utility of additional species

appears not to be an artifact merely of seasonally mis-measured implicit full travel costs.

The pattern in the conditional logit seasonal di�erences in themarginal utility of expected

species, reported as Model 2 in Table A7, is roughly the opposite of the pattern in observed

visitation rates over the year. Roughly 20% of the trips in our sample were reported in

2010, and about 52% were reported in 2012. The monthly pattern in the number of birding

trips reported to eBird changes somewhat over the three years of our estimating sample.

By 2012, however, the distribution appears to settle. By 2012, roughly 10% of annual

trips were taken in each month from December through May. Then there is a relatively

smooth decrease, down to just under 5% in August, and then back up again in the fall.

Summer months in Washington and Oregon state o�er many competing outdoor recreational

opportunities, so we surmise that summer vacation activities may distract less-avid birders.

Average preferences for species richness may be stronger among those birders who continue

to report birding trips to eBird during the summer months. The time trend in our model

allows average preferences for species richness to evolve over time among eBird members.

This accommodates the possibility of di�erent preferences among the smaller subsample of
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earlier joiners (i.e. in 2009 or 2010). The positive point estimate could suggest a broad shift

in attitudes towards species richness. However, the coe�cient on this time-trend interaction

variable (not reported in Models 3 and 5 in Table 2 in the main paper) is seen to be not

individually statistically signi�cant in the complete estimation results reported for Models 3

and 5 in Table A3 in this appendix.

While the time-trend interaction variable is not statistically signi�cant when it is included

in Models 3 or 5 in the main paper, we retain it in these speci�cations because of a number of

concerns about processes which may contribute to changes over time in the apparent marginal

utility of additional species in this sample of birders. While not statistically signi�cant, the

point estimate suggests that the marginal utility of an extra bird species, on average among

eBird members, may be increasing from year to year over the course of 2010, 2011 and 2012.

This may be an artifact of the greater number of trips being logged with eBird over time.

It is also the case that eBird membership has been growing and the preferences of early

enrollees may be systematically di�erent from the preferences of later enrollees. This might

be expected if early enrollees tended to be younger and more technologically savvy than later

enrollees. Unfortunately, the existing data provide very little person-speci�c information.

Income data are not included, for example, and early enrollment in eBird may be correlated

with youth, thus with lower incomes and hence lower WTP estimates. We plan to explore

this apparent trend in preferences in a future project, to be based on additional survey data

from eBird members in combination with additional more-recent birding reports.

Excluding never-visited hotspots. Figure A5 in this appendix shows the locations of these

birding hotspots not visited by any eBird member during our sample period. (It may be

necessary to view these maps in a digital version of this document, in color, where the

image can be enlarged.) Model 4 in Table 2 of the main paper uses sparser consideration

sets which exclude these never-visited sites. One notable change is that the coe�cient for

the December e�ect becomes statistically insigni�cant, although the point estimate remains
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relatively robust.

Virtually all of coe�cients in Model 4 decrease in absolute value compared to their values

in Model 3. Recall that logit coe�cients are all implicitly normalized on a error dispersion

parameter that cannot be separately estimated. When all coe�cients get smaller in absolute

magnitude, this can simply re�ect a larger error dispersion. Excluding rarely visited hotspots

from each birder's imputed consideration sets may actually increase the noise in the model.

Adding potentially endogenous prior behavior variables. None of the models reported in the

main paper or in this appendix includes the general birding avidity measure, proxied by the

total number of birding trips taken to any site by this eBird member in the previous calendar

year (an H i
t -type variable). We found statistically insigni�cant coe�cients when we interact

expected species richness, E[S]jt, with each birder's avidity measure (the total number of

birding trips taken by that eBird member the previous calendar year). We therefore leave

this variable out of all of our �nal speci�cations.

One prior behavior variable that does make a statistically signi�cant contribution is the

indicator for whether the birder visited this same site in the same month of the previous

calendar year (an H i
jt-type variable that di�ers across alternatives). Model 5 introduces this

variable and its estimated coe�cient is included in Table 2 in the body of the paper. Not

included is the statistically insigni�cant coe�cient on the count of trips to the same site in

the same month of the prior year. The point estimate for the coe�cient on the count version

of the variable is also negative, but statistically insigni�cant, so its estimate is reported only

with the complete set of results in this appendix.

Marginal utilities of other site attributes (Aj and Ajt). We omit any controls for the Snake

River Plain, for which there are no visits from the subsample of eBirders whose trip visits

we use in this analysis. Fewer day trips are taken to this area because it is farther away from

major population centers than other ecoregions.
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3.5 Additional Information about the Welfare Calculations

Seasonality. Di�erences in the mean MWTP across months accounts for this variation.

Again, we suspect that the anomalous and statistically signi�cant result of about -$0.74 for

an additional expected species in February may be an artifact of many birders at this time of

year seeking to spot particular species of birds (e.g. swans, snow geese and raptors), where

these birds either arrive in huge �ocks, or their presence reduces the likelihood of other

species being present in the area.

Year in the sample. We consider how WTP varies systematically with the particular calendar

year in which the trip was taken. Trips taken by eBird members in 2012 appear to be

roughly twice as valuable as those taken in 2010. This could be an artifact of the changing

composition of the eBird membership, as di�erent types of birders begin to participate in

this citizen science project. We must acknowledge, however, that with the passage of time

there is an increasing chance that members may have moved a considerable distance within

the region. An out-of-date home address could create the mistaken impression that an eBird

member is taking much longer day trips for birding. The validity of the address information

provided at sign-up will decrease with time. This is why we limit our sample to only the

three most-recent years available at the time we acquired these data.

Congestion/popularity. Note that the linear coe�cient on site congestion/popularity is pos-

itive and the coe�cient on the squared term is negative, suggesting a threshold at which

the site's congestion/popularity diminishes people's utility. Past the threshold, the marginal

utility from more people at the site becomes negative. This occurs within the range of con-

gestion/popularity levels (as measured across all sites actually visited by eBirders in our

sample), but at the high end of this range. Birding is often partly a social activity, so if

it is not too crowded at a particular hotspot, greater congestion/popularity does seem to

improve a birders' utility from the experience, on average, at least up to a point. However,
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the positive marginal utility from encountering an additional extra birder at a given site

seems to decline with increases the number of other birders expected to be present.

Counterfactual simulations. It might be more appropriate to scale WTP values not by the

entire US birder population taking trips away from home, but instead by just the number

of eBird members, at least in the study region. We recognize that eBird members may be

more avid than the average in the general population of birders. If so, these estimates may

be upper bounds for the active use value of bird biodiversity for those taking bird-watching

day trips away from home, although this estimate will still omit backyard birding values.

It is tempting to compare the number of birding trips reported by eBird members to the

number of wildlife watching trips reported in the Survey of Fishing, Hunting and Wildlife-

Associated Recreation. However, we are concerned that the existing eBird dataset does not

include information about what proportion of their birding excursions are actually logged

by eBird members. Richer data from eBird members will be required if we are to pursue

reliable models for participation levels.

Noise in mixed logit parameter estimates. The TWTP and MWTP estimates featured in the

body of the paper are based on the point estimate of the mean of the normal distribution

assumed for the coe�cient on the E[S] variable in the mixed-logit speci�cation. The non-

zero point estimate of the variance of the distribution of this random parameter is not taken

into account in our basic calculations of WTP in the body of the paper. However, it is clear

that there is still a great deal of variation in the marginal utility from an additional species,

beyond the systematic variation that we capture with seasonal e�ects and other available

slope-shifting controls.

In our main simulated distributions of TWTP and TWTP, we base our calculations on

�mean� preferences across the population, and it is clear from the tables in the body of

the paper that we can bound these welfare estimates away from zero for someone with the

mean marginal utility of an additional species. However, a reviewer requested that we also
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calculate the simulated distribution of TWTP and MWTP across the entire distribution of

preferences. Analogous estimates are provided in Tables A14, A15, A16 and A17. Recall

that the baseline coe�cient on E[S] in Model 3 of Table 2 in the body of the paper is -0.037

(for January and for someone with mean neighborhood household income), but the point

estimate of the standard deviation for this coe�cient is sqrt(0.0207) = 0.144. To include

the variance of the random coe�cient on E[S] in our simulations, we modify each random

draw from the joint distribution of the estimated coe�cients. In the body of the paper, we

make 10,000 draws from just the distribution of the mean of the random coe�cient. For

these tables in the online appendix, we make a draw from the distribution of the estimated

mean of this random parameter and then a draw from the distribution of the estimated

variance of this random parameter. Based on this pair of draws, we then make a single

draw from a normal distribution with that mean and variance, and we use this value for the

baseline coe�cient on E[S] to build one "draw" for our simulated distributions of TWTP

and MWTP.

There is one key take-away point from Tables A14, A15, A16 and A17, where we calculate

the simulated distribution of TWTP and MWTP across the entire distribution of preferences.

There is a huge amount of unobserved heterogeneity in preferences. The estimated marginal

distributions of WTP that take into account all of this unobserved heterogeneity are much

wider than those calculated for the mean values of unobserved preferences. In fact, for these

tables, zero values cannot be excluded for any of the reported 90% intervals. Across eBirders,

there are many di�erences in preferences for species richness that the models in this paper

cannot capture explicitly. It is this unobserved heterogeneity we are striving to reduce in

subsequent research, where we will be able to work with speci�c personal information about

each eBird member that we elicit via a separate survey (not available in the eBird dataset.
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3.6 Additional Information about Caveats, Future Research

Some methodological issues which we acknowledge, but do not entirely resolve in this paper,

include concerns about the potential endogeneity of residential location (and thus travel

costs). This consideration is an undercurrent in almost all travel-cost-based recreational

demand studies going back to Parsons (1991). The strength of the individual's demand for

di�erent recreational activities may dictate their choice of where to live and may thus be

correlated with the characteristics of nearby recreational locations, as discussed in Murdock

(2006). However, unlike the case with just a single destination, there are an average of about

200 di�erent hotspots within an hour's drive of each birder in our estimating sample. Being

closer to one hotspot typically means being farther from others. More-avid birders may

choose to live in areas where hotspots are clustered (see Figure A2), but residential location

is not likely to be driven primarily by proximity to one particular hotspot, especially since

we have found that birders seem to be variety-seeking in terms of their birding destinations.

4 Additional Sensitivity Analyses

4.1 Mixed Logit vs. Conditional Logit Estimates of Preference Pa-

rameters

The basic mixed-logit speci�cation for Model 1 in Table 2 in the body of the paper is

compared to the results from a conventional �xed-parameters conditional logit speci�cations

in Table A7 in this appendix. These results are provided for comparison only. The mixed

logit speci�cations are more general, and the the fact that the estimated variance in the

random parameter is strongly statistically signi�cantly di�erent from zero in most of our

speci�cations represents evidence that this more-general model is warranted.
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4.2 Assumptions about the Spatial Extent of Consideration Sets

Table A4 shows results analagous to those for Models 1, 2 and 3 in Table 2 in the main paper.

Here, however, we expand the range of the consideration sets to a 120-minute distance from

each birder's home address. With this larger geographic scope for the assumed consideration

sets, the coe�cients on the key variables of travel cost and expected species richness decrease

in magnitude compared to the results under 60-minute consideration sets. However, the

ratio of the coe�cient on expected species to the coe�cient on travel cost (implying the

corresponding MWTP for an additional expected species) decreases in absolute magnitude.

There is some chance, however, that some of these eBird members have moved a substantial

distance within these two states since they �rst registered. If so, some instances of apparent

long trips to birding destinations will be merely an artifact of our use of an obsolete origin

for our trip-distance calculations. This concern limits our analysis to trips within the three-

year window (2010 to 2012), where we exclude members who registered with eBird prior

to 2009. We thus hope to minimize the potential errors-in-variables distortions induced by

undetected changes of address by focusing on the set of alternatives within 60-minute drive

times for our main analysis. Trips where the eBird member actually visited a site outside

the travel-time limit for the model in question are thus excluded from the estimating sample

of birding trips.

In Table A5, we show selected key coe�cient estimates for sensitivity analyses with

respect to the assumed geographic scope of the consideration sets for each choice. We

use speci�cations identical to Model 3 in Table 2 in the body of the paper, but expand the

consideration sets from 60 minutes to include alternatives at greater distances, at ten-minute

intervals up to 120 minutes.6 Overall, the estimated value of the mean of the coe�cient on

6In preliminary explorations of our data, we sometimes resorted to sampling from the non-chosen alterna-
tives because the numbers of alternatives in each subject's consideration set can be so huge and computation
time can be prohibitively long (Train, 1986). Nerella & Bhat (2004) and Termansen et al. (2013) both discuss
using a sub-sample of alternatives from the full choice set when faced with a large number of alternatives
when working with discrete choice models. All of the �nal estimates reported in this paper, however, utilize
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the expected species variable declines as we include more-distant options in the choice set,

but so does the estimated coe�cient on the travel cost variable. This suggests that the

dispersion in the error term in the model increases as more-distant sites are included, but

even the ratio of these two coe�cients declines. It is the ratio that determines the marginal

utility of an additional species. We might speculate that longer trips may involve multiple

objectives, including hiking or sight-seeing in addition to birding, so perhaps the marginal

value of a bird is lower as a result of including these alternatives. This issue may merit

further study.

5 Strategy for Dealing with Sample Selection

Sample selection may be a concern with the eBird data because only 25 percent of the

members across Oregon and Washington chose to provide home address information to eBird

when registering. People who choose to give their home address information may di�er

systematically from the general population of eBird members.

We can test whether there is any evidence of systematic selection into our estimating

sample from the population of eBird members, and assess whether this self-selection is re-

lated to preferences for bird biodiversity (or other consumption). We have implemented a

sample selection correction strategy that borrows from the intuition behind propensity-score

matching. As of yet, there exists no analog to a Heckman-type selectivity correction models

that permit for correlations in unobservables across the �selection� and �outcome� equations

when the outcome equation is a conditional logit or mixed logit choice model. The approach

that we adopt can be considered exploratory only. It is able to assess a necessary condition

for �no selection bias,� but it does not establish the presence of a su�cient condition.

The �rst step of our approach is to estimate a probit model where the outcome variable

the relatively computationally intensive full choice sets.
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is 1 if the eBird member provided their address and 0 otherwise. The selection model is

speci�ed as a function of two individual-speci�c variables: average number of birding trips

(regardless of distance from home), and year of enrollment in eBird. We augment these

variables with the characteristics of the county located at the geographic mean latitude and

mean longitude of the individual eBird member's set of hotspot destinations. The geographic

center of gravity of all visits is used as our best guess for the county in which they reside, and

we must assume that they have lived in this same county throughout their eBird membership.

The probit model produces a �tted value for each individual's �propensity� to be in the

estimating sample, as well as a corresponding �tted probability that the individual is in the

estimating sample.

We then use these �tted values from this probit model to construct, for each eBird

member in our estimating sample, the �tted propensity to be in the estimating sample. We

then normalize these propensities by expressing them as deviations from the mean propensity

in the entire eBird population. We desire to know the key parameters in our main model

under the counterfactual circumstance where all eBird members share the mean response

propensity among all eBird members. By interacting this deviation-from-mean-propensity

variable with key regressors, then simulating conditions under which this deviation is zero,

the interaction term drops out and the coe�cient on the main variable can be interpreted

as the desired marginal utility for someone with the mean selection propensity, purged of

systematic selection e�ects.

Table A12 shows that an eBird member's propensity to give address information is greater

if they are a more avid birder, greater if the population in their county is older, and greater if a

larger proportion of the population in their county voted Republican in the 2008 Presidential

election. We include the sample selection correction interaction term for the travel cost and

the expected species variables, since the coe�cients on these two variables are the most

important coe�cient in this analysis. Only the coe�cient on the travel cost variable di�ers
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signi�cantly with the eBirder's �tted response propensity. No other selection-propensity

interaction terms proved to have consistently statistically signi�cant coe�cients.

6 Avidity Levels: Birder Trips by Month

The results of time variation in the marginal utility of expected species correlates with the

variation in avidity level (number of trips logged with eBird the prior calendar year) over the

course of the calendar year. Note that while August features the fewest birding trips over

the course of the year (see Figure A7), those birders who continue to make birding trips in

August tend to be the most avid birders.
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Figure A1: Heat Map of Where eBird Members Live

A �heat map� depicting the density of members who provided address information upon registering

to be members of eBird. This density is higher in Oregon and Washington than most other parts

of the country. IMPLICATION : This �gure explains why we focus on Oregon and Washington in

our initial analyses.
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Figure A2: Maps of eBird �Birding Hotspots� in Oregon and Washington States

The colors on the map denote the ecoregion classi�cation based on the EPA's Ecoregion level III classi�cation scheme.
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Figure A3: Histograms of Travel Times for Estimating Sample vs. Full Sample

(a) The histogram below is for the actual trips taken that are used in
any of the analyses in this paper. The main analysis focuses on trips
taken to hotspot sites within a 60-minute drive of an eBird member's
home address. Notice there is a decay in the number of trips to sites
further than an hour (60 minutes) away from a member's home. We
conduct a sensitivity analysis including trips within a 120-minute drive
(if and only if the individual took at least one trip to a site within a
60-minute drive of their home address, to avoid including people who
may have moved since their initial enrollment in eBird.)

(b) The histogram below is for all the trips taken by members who
took at least one trip to a site within a 60-minute drive of their
home. We are not using trips beyond the 120-minute mark in any
of our analyses due to concerns about potential measurement error
for trip origins (e.g. if an eBird member has moved since they ini-
tially enrolled in the project) or because of our inability to determine
whether a trip is a single-purpose, single-day trip (i.e. we do not seek
to model incidental side-trips, overnight or multi-day trips, because
these types of trips re�ect a di�erent data generating process).
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Figure A4: Scatterplot of Travel Time vs. Travel Distance

For both the Oregon and Washington state samples, there is a close correlation between time

traveled and distance traveled. However, as shown in this graph, identical distances traveled to a

site do not necessarily imply the same amount of time is spent traveling to access di�erent sites

at the same distance from a member's home address. Di�erences in driving times to access a site

varies by road types, speed limits, etc. which is not captured when a distance traveled constraint is

used in building the consideration set of sites. For example, the graph below shows there exists a

trip where one member drove 60 miles in approximately 60 minutes to reach a site, whereas another

trip to a site the same distance away took almost 120 minutes. For this reason, we use driving time

to a site as the limiting constraint to de�ne an eBird member's site consideration set.
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Figure A5: Map of Visited and Non-Visited Hotspot Sites in Oregon and Washington

For both the Oregon and Washington state samples, there are some hotspots sites that are visited

by at least one eBird member (including those not in the estimating sample) and sites that are

never submitted. All hotspots prior to be listed are recommended to eBird as a hotspot and under

go a review process prior to being listed.
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Figure A6: Popularity/Congestion at Sites the Prior Year, Same Month as the Actual Trip

Birding trips by eBird members are primarily to sites with very small shares of eBird visits.
Expected congestion at a site is proxied by the total eBird trips to that site in the same month
of the previous year, as a share of all trips taken by eBirders to any site in that month and
year. The mean value of this share variable is about 0.003, the 90th percentile is about 0.011
and the maximum level is 0.049. The evidence suggests that eBirders experience positive
but diminishing marginal utility from increasing congestion/popularity, where utility peaks
at a visit share of about 0.0256.
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Figure A7: Seasonal Distribution of Birding Trips Taken in 2012

Birding trips by eBird members are lowest in August, when other summer vacation activities
may compete with birding as forms of outdoor recreation. For the policy simulation we use
trips from 2012 to estimate the implications of a hypothetical species loss. We weight the
trips taken in Oregon and Washington by the percentage of trips taken in a the corresponding
month in 2012. Note that January = 1, February = 2, etc.
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Table A1: Descriptive Statistics for Pooled Oregon and Washington State Sample, 60-Minute
Maximum Drive Time to Site, 2010-2012 Trips

Variable Description Mean Std. dev.

Number of eBird members eBird members reporting home address
data, and thus allowing travel cost esti-
mation

221 -

Deviation from mean in-
clusion propensity

Fitted propensity for eBird member
to provide address information so dis-
tances can be calculated (normalized on
zero)

0.44 0.54

Month of trip Indicator variables for month when ob-
served trip is taken

1(January) 0.140 -

1(February) 0.086 -

1(March) 0.099 -

1(April) 0.080 -

1(May) 0.088 -

1(June) 0.059 -

1(July) 0.065 -

1(August) 0.040 -

1(September) 0.068 -

1(October) 0.072 -

1(November) 0.097 -

1(December) 0.110 -

Year trend (2010=0) 1.27 0.80

Ecosystem at destination Indicator variables for ecoregion at des-
tination. See maps in Figure A2

1(Blue Mountains) 0.0029 -

1(Cascades) 0.036 -

1(Coast Range) 0.015 -

1(Columbia Plateau) 0.026 -

1(E. Cascades/Foothills) 0.006 -

1(Klamath Mts, N. CA) 0.017 -

1(North Cascades) 0.0055 -

1(North Basin Range) 5.8x10−5 -

l( North Rockies) 0.0018 -

1(Puget Lowland) 0.56 -
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Descriptive Statistics for pooled Oregon and Washington State sample, 60-minute
maximum travel time to site, 2010-2012 trips (continued)

Variable Description Mean Std. dev.

1(Snake River Plain) 0 -

1(Willamette Valley) 0.29 -
Total Observed Trips = 1,094; Total Alternatives = 155,495
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Table A2: Progression of Models, Mixed Logit Results, Pooled Oregon and Washington
Sample, Choice Set Limited to within a 60-Minute Drive One-Way, 2010-2012; Complete
Results for Models (1)-(3) in Table 2 in the Body of the Paper

(1) (2) (3) Not shown
Basic Add Add Trend& in Table 2
Model Ecoregions Seasonality of paper

Travel cost variable: Cij
Roundtrip, 1/3 wage: α -0.0372∗∗∗ -0.0368∗∗∗ -0.0366∗∗∗

(0.00306) (0.00310) (0.00310)

Expected species richness: E[S]jt; interactions: Tt × E[S]jt

E[S]jt random coef. mean: β0 0.0133∗ 0.0120 -0.00904
(0.00786) (0.00783) (0.0148)

E[S]jt random coef. variance: σ2
µ 0.0241∗∗∗ 0.0235∗∗∗ -0.0207∗∗

(0.00801) (0.00802) (0.00923)

E[S]jt × dev. med H. Inc. ($10,000): β0,1 0.00465 0.00448 0.00850∗

(0.00513) (0.00505) (0.00505)

E[S]jt × 1(February)t: β1,2 -0.0358∗∗

(0.0147)

E[S]jt × 1(March)t: β1,3 0.00913 ×
(0.0181)

E[S]jt × 1(April)t: β1,4 0.0124 ×
(0.0181)

E[S]jt × 1(May)t: β1,5 0.00692 ×
(0.0167)

E[S]jt × 1(June)t: β1,6 0.113∗∗∗

(0.0316)

E[S]jt × 1(July)t: β1,7 -0.00835 ×
(0.0167)

E[S]jt × 1(August)t: β1,8 0.0260 ×
(0.0202)

E[S]jt × 1(September)t: β1,9 0.0315 ×
(0.0254)

E[S]jt × 1(October)t: β1,10 0.0147 ×
(0.0191)

E[S]jt × 1(November)t: β1,11 0.0446∗

(0.0233)

E[S]jt × 1(December)t: β1,12 0.0477∗∗

(0.0236)

E[S]jt × time trend (t10=0 in 2010): β1,13 0.00769 ×
(0.00603)

Other site attributes: Aj, Ajt

1(National Wildlife Refuge): γ1,1 0.900∗∗∗ 0.880∗∗∗ 0.907∗∗∗
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Continued

(1) (2) (3) Not shown
Basic Add Add Trend& in Table 2
Model Ecoregions Seasonality of paper

(0.182) (0.184) (0.185)

1(National Parks, etc.)j : γ1,2 0.759∗∗∗ 0.746∗∗∗ 0.738∗∗∗

(0.123) (0.125) (0.125)

1(National Forests, etc.)j : γ1,3 0.383∗∗∗ 0.382∗∗∗ 0.379∗∗∗

(0.0739) (0.0745) (0.0746)

1(Expect Endangered Bird): γ1,4 1.701∗∗ 1.676∗∗ 1.643∗

(0.813) (0.822) (0.854)

1(Urban Area)j : γ1,5 -0.634∗∗∗ -0.655∗∗∗ -0.649∗∗∗

(0.0775) (0.0788) (0.0788)

1(Blue Mountains)j : γ1,6 -0.801 -0.682 ×
(0.818) (0.814)

1(Cascades)j : γ1,7 0.474 0.518 ×
(0.319) (0.317)

1(Coast Range)j : γ1,8 0.391 0.473 ×
(0.369) (0.367)

1(Columbia P lateau)j : γ1,9 -0.484 -0.326 ×
(0.740) (0.728)

1(East Cascades/Foothills)j : γ1,10 -0.960 -0.962 ×
(0.673) (0.666)

1(Klamath Mtns, Coast Range)j : γ1,11 -0.132 -0.0843 ×
(0.423) (0.422)

1(North Cascades)j : γ1,12 -0.936 -0.928 ×
(0.713) (0.701)

1(North Rockies)j : γ1,13 0.199 0.303 ×
(0.871) (0.860)

1(Willamette V alley)j : γ1,15 1.212∗∗∗ 1.274∗∗∗

(0.360) (0.360)

†Congestion/Popularityjt: γ1,15 198.2∗∗∗ 193.3∗∗∗ 190.7∗∗∗

(13.56) (13.56) (13.50)

(Congestion/Popularityjt)
2: γ1,16 -4105.8∗∗∗ -3776.1∗∗∗ -3719.8∗∗∗

(0.00417) (0.00424) (0.00424)

Sample selection correction terms

Cij × dev. mean incl. prop 0.0152∗∗∗ 0.0154∗∗∗ 0.0148∗∗∗ ×
(0.00417) (0.00424) (0.00424)

E[S]jt × dev. mean incl. prop. 0.0133 0.0133 0.00331 ×
(0.0117) (0.0117) (0.0118)

Total Alternatives 155,495 155,495 155,495
Log Likelihood -4643.50 -4628.79 -4606.10
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Continued

(1) (2) (3) Not shown
Basic Add Add Trend& in Table 2
Model Ecoregions Seasonality of paper

AIC 9313.00 9301.57 9280.19
Standard errors in parentheses. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1
† Share of all eBird trips, same month, last year, to site j

NOTES: Estimated using Stata mixlogit.ado. These results use 500 Halton draws for the
mixed logit model simulations. Baseline coe�cient represents the marginal utility for an
eBirder who has the average propensity of eBird members to have given is home address
information at the time of registration and is visiting a rural site that is not managed for
biodiversity in the Puget Lowland in January of 2010. Models are the results for choice sets
within a 60-minute drive from a member's home.
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Table A3: Complete Parameter Estimates for Models, without and with Visit History; Mixed
Logit Estimator, Pooled Oregon and Washington Sample, 60-Minute Consideration Set,
2010-2012; Model Numbers Correspond to those in the Main Paper

(3) (5)
With Trend+ Model(3)+ Not shown
Seasonality History in Table 2
(in paper) (in paper) of paper

Travel cost variable: Cij
Cij , Roundtrip, 1/3 wage -0.0366∗∗∗ -0.0376∗∗∗

(0.00310) (0.00313)
Expected species richness: E[S]jt; interactions: Tt × E[S]jt

E[S]jt random coef. mean: β0 -0.00904 -0.00987
(0.0148) (0.0153)

E[S]jt random coef. variance: σ2
µ 0.0207∗∗ 0.0242∗∗∗

(0.00923) (0.00917)

ES × dev. med H. Inc. ($10,000): β0,1 0.00850∗ 0.00948∗

(0.00505) (0.00539)

E[S]jt × 1(February)t: β1,2 -0.0358∗∗ -0.0388∗∗

(0.0147) (0.0151)

E[S]jt × 1(March)t: β1,3 0.00913 0.00744 ×
(0.0181) (0.0182)

E[S]jt × 1(April)t: β1,4 0.0124 0.0123 ×
(0.0185) (0.0190)

E[S]jt × 1(May)t: β1,5 0.00692 0.00740 ×
(0.0167) (0.0172)

E[S]jt × 1(June)t: β1,6 0.113∗∗∗ 0.108∗∗∗

(0.0316) (0.0319)

E[S]jt × 1(July)t: β1,7 -0.00835 -0.00834 ×
(0.0167) (0.0170)

E[S]jt × 1(August)t: β1,8 0.0260 0.0283 ×
(0.0202) (0.0206)

E[S]jt × 1(September)t: β1,9 0.0315 0.0330 ×
(0.0254) (0.0252)

E[S]jt × 1(October)t: β1,10 0.0147 0.0163 ×
(0.0191) (0.0196)

E[S]jt × 1(November)t: β1,11 0.0446∗ 0.0475∗∗

(0.0233) (0.0241)

E[S]jt × 1(December)t: β1,12 0.0477∗∗ 0.0484∗∗

(0.0236) (0.0241)

E[S]jt × time trend (t10=0 in 2010): β1,13 0.00769 0.00825 ×
(0.00603) (0.00622)

Other site attributes: Aj, Ajt
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Continued

(3) (5)
With Trend+ Model(3)+ Not shown
Seasonality History in Table 2
(in paper) (in paper) of paper

1(National Wildlife Refuge): γ1,1 0.907∗∗∗ 1.020∗∗∗

(0.185) (0.186)

1(National Parks, etc.)j : γ1,2 0.738∗∗∗ 0.768∗∗∗

(0.125) (0.125)

1(National Forests, etc.)j : γ1,3 0.379∗∗∗ 0.397∗∗∗

(0.0746) (0.0747)

1(Expect Endangered Bird): γ1,4 1.643∗ 1.497∗

(0.854) (0.864)

1(Urban Area)j : γ1,5 -0.649∗∗∗ -0.671∗∗∗

(0.0788) (0.0790)

1(Blue Mountains)j : γ1,7) -0.682 -0.883 ×
(0.814) (0.810)

1(Cascades)j : γ1,8) 0.518 0.538∗ ×
(0.317) (0.319)

1(Coast Range)j : γ1,9) 0.473 0.586 ×
(0.367) (0.377)

1(Columbia P lateau)j : γ1,10) -0.326 -0.463 ×
(0.728) (0.733)

1(E. Cascades/Foothills)j : γ1,11) -0.962 -0.983 ×
(0.666) (0.660)

1(Klamath Mtns, Coast Range)j : γ1,12) -0.0843 -0.0932 ×
(0.422) (0.425)

1(North Cascades)j : γ1,13) -0.928 -0.963 ×
(0.701) (0.704)

1(North Rockies)j : γ1,14) 0.303 0.235 ×
(0.860) (0.869)

1(Willamette V alley)j : γ1,15) 1.274∗∗∗ 1.365∗∗∗

(0.360) (0.366)

†Congestion/Popularityjt: γ1,15 190.7∗∗∗ 203.6∗∗∗

(13.50) (13.68)

(Congestion/Popularityjt)
2: γ1,16 -3719.8∗∗∗ -3959.4∗∗∗

(438.8) (445.2)
Prior behavior: Hi

jt

1(Trips to same site -1.991∗∗∗

same month last year)ijt: γ2,1 (0.554)

(# of Trips to same site -0.446 ×
same month last year)ijt: γ2,2 (0.426)
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Continued

(3) (5)
With Trend+ Model(3)+ Not shown
Seasonality History in Table 2
(in paper) (in paper) of paper

Sample selection correction terms

Cij × dev. mean incl. prop. 0.0148∗∗∗ 0.0147∗∗∗ ×
(0.00424) (0.00430)

E[S]jt × dev. mean incl. prop. 0.00331 0.00711 ×
(0.0118) (0.0124)

Total Alternatives 155,495 155,495
Log Likelihood -4606.10 -4557.21
AIC 9280.19 9186.43
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Table A4: For comparison: 120-minute Consideration Sets; Progression of Models, Mixed
Logit Results, Pooled Oregon and Washington, 2010-2012

(1) (2) (3)
Basic Add Add Trend+
Model Ecoregions Seasonality

Travel cost variable: Cij
Roundtrip, 1/3 wage: α -0.0310∗∗∗ -0.0309∗∗∗ -0.0309∗∗∗

(0.00129) (0.00131) (0.00131)

Expected species richness: E[S]jt; interactions: Tt × E[S]jt
E[S]jt random coef. mean: β0 0.00133 0.000528 -0.000726

(0.00422) (0.00442) (0.00961)

E[S]jt random coef. variance: σ2
µ 0.0114∗∗∗ 0.0121∗∗∗ 0.0119∗∗∗

(0.00381) (0.00403) (0.00401)

ES × dev. med H. Inc. ($10,000): β0,1 -0.00242 -0.00215 -0.00128
(0.00260) (0.00272) (0.00281)

E[S]jt × 1(February)t: β1,2 -0.0244∗∗

(0.00958)

E[S]jt × 1(March)t: β1,3 0.00717
(0.0124)

E[S]jt × 1(April)t: β1,4 -0.00461
(0.0110)

E[S]jt × 1(May)t: β1,5 0.00195
(0.0112)

E[S]jt × 1(June)t: β1,6 0.0155
(0.0141)

E[S]jt × 1(July)t: β1,7 -0.00258
(0.0118)

E[S]jt × 1(August)t: β1,8 0.00640
(0.0128)

E[S]jt × 1(September)t: β1,9 0.00251
(0.0124)

E[S]jt × 1(October)t: β1,10 -0.00481
(0.0106)

E[S]jt × 1(November)t: β1,11 0.00453
(0.0115)

E[S]jt × 1(December)t: β1,12 0.0125
(0.0136)

E[S]jt × time trend (t10=0 in 2010): β1,13 0.00214
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Continued

(1) (2) (3)
Basic Add Add Trend
Model Ecoregions Seasonality

(0.00319)
Other site attributes: Aj, Ajt

1(National Wildlife Refuge): γ1,1 0.880∗∗∗ 0.872∗∗∗ 0.873∗∗∗

(0.144) (0.146) (0.146)

1(National Parks, etc.)j : γ1,2 0.794∗∗∗ 0.759∗∗∗ 0.758∗∗∗

(0.0953) (0.0965) (0.0966)

1(National Forests, etc.)j : γ1,3 0.455∗∗∗ 0.447∗∗∗ 0.446∗∗∗

(0.0630) (0.0637) (0.0637)

1(Expect Endangered Bird): γ1,4 2.118∗∗∗ 2.087∗∗∗ 2.084∗∗∗

(0.306) (0.313) (0.314)

1(Urban Area)j : γ1,5 -0.609∗∗∗ -0.601∗∗∗ -0.599∗∗∗

(0.0659) (0.0675) (0.0675)

1(Blue Mountains)j : γ1,6 0.745∗ 0.774∗

(0.429) (0.430)

1(Cascades)j : γ1,7 0.440∗∗ 0.449∗∗

(0.215) (0.215)

1(Coast Range)j : γ1,8 0.759∗∗∗ 0.769∗∗∗

(0.205) (0.205)

1(Columbia P lateau)j : γ1,9 0.918∗∗∗ 0.935∗∗∗

(0.310) (0.309)

1(East Cascades/Foothills)j : γ1,10 0.875∗∗∗ 0.884∗∗∗

(0.277) (0.277)

1(Klamath Mtns, Coast Range)j : γ1,11 0.143 0.153
(0.287) (0.287)

1(North Cascades)j : γ1,12 0.470∗∗ 0.469∗∗

(0.212) (0.212)

1(North Rockies)j : γ1,13 1.752∗∗∗ 1.764∗∗∗

(0.435) (0.434)

1(Willamette V alley)j : γ1,14) 0.931∗∗∗ 0.945∗∗∗

(0.207) (0.207)

†Congestion/Popularityjt: γ1,15 206.3∗∗∗ 206.9∗∗∗ 205.7∗∗∗

(11.20) (11.31) (11.31)
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Continued

(1) (2) (3)
Basic Add Add Trend
Model Ecoregions Seasonality

(Congestion/Popularityjt)
2: γ1,17 -4259.5∗∗∗ -4243.0∗∗∗ -4212.4∗∗∗

(378.9) (386.0) (385.6)

Sample selection correction terms

Cij × dev. mean incl. prop 0.00704∗∗∗ 0.00668∗∗∗ 0.00664∗∗∗

(0.00164) (0.00165) (0.00165)

E[S]jt × dev. mean incl. prop. 0.00841 0.00597
(0.00614) (0.00636) (0.00638)

Total Alternatives 553623 553623 553623
Log Likelihood -7391.15 -7369.90 -7359.81
AIC 14808.31 14783.81 14787.63

NOTES: Estimates estimated via STATA clogit command and mixlogit.ado. The results of
the conditional logit use 1000 random draws and the mixed logit results use 500 Halton draws
for the mixed logit model simulations. Baseline coe�cient represents the marginal utility for
an eBirder who has the average propensity of eBird members to have given is home address
information at the time of registration and is visiting a rural site that is not managed for
biodiversity in the Puget Lowland in January of 2010. Models are the results for choice sets
within a 60-minute drive from a member's home.
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Table A5: Comparison of the Basic Model Results, Pooled Oregon and Washington Sample, Varying the Imputed Con-
sideration Sets Based on One-Way Drive Time, 2010-2012

Choice Set Time to Site 60 min 70 min 80 min 90 min 100 min 110 min 120 min
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Travel cost variable: Ci
j

Ci
j, roundtrip, 1/3 wage: α -0.0352∗∗∗ -0.0341∗∗∗ -0.0327∗∗∗ -0.0326∗∗∗ -0.0304∗∗∗ -0.0296∗∗∗ -0.0291∗∗∗

(0.00301) (0.00245) (0.00205) (0.00177) (0.00153) (0.00137) (0.00125)

Expected species richness: E[S]jt

E[S]jt random coef. mean: β0 0.0591∗∗∗ 0.0513∗∗∗ 0.0482∗∗∗ 0.0464∗∗∗ 0.0387∗∗∗ 0.0357∗∗∗ 0.0229∗∗∗

(0.0123) (0.0117) (0.0112) (0.0110) (0.0102) (0.00974) (0.00876)

E[S]jt random coef. variance: σ2
µ 0.0686∗∗∗ 0.0673∗∗∗ 0.0623∗∗∗ 0.0605∗∗∗ 0.0519∗∗∗ 0.0482∗∗∗ 0.0364∗∗∗

(0.00999) (0.00922) (0.00867) (0.00836) (0.00761) (0.00699) (0.00642)

Ci
j × dev. mean incl. prop. 0.0164∗∗∗ 0.0140∗∗∗ 0.0121∗∗∗ 0.00970∗∗∗ 0.00759∗∗∗ 0.00679∗∗∗ 0.00657∗∗∗

(0.00415) (0.00340) (0.00284) (0.00237) (0.00201) (0.00181) (0.00163)

E[S]jt × dev. mean incl. prop. 0.0292 0.0294 0.0296∗ 0.0330∗ 0.0247∗ 0.0221 0.0222∗

(0.0185) (0.0179) (0.0169) (0.0172) (0.0147) (0.0138) (0.0116)

Ecoregion indicators? No No No No No No No
Time interactions? No No No No No No No
Total Alternatives 155495 214669 279635 338944 403866 472655 553623
Log Likelihood -4911.21 -5639.65 -6231.83 -6608.40 -7077.09 -7449.99 -7828.99
AIC 9832.41 11289.30 12473.65 13226.79 14164.18 14909.98 15667.98
Standard errors in parentheses. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1
NOTES: As the drive-time increases, the ratio of the E[S]jt mean coe�cient to the Ci

j coe�cient decreases, implying
lower average WTP for a trip.
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Table A6: Robustness Checks of the Speci�cation of the Mixed Logit Model and Sites
Included in the Choice Set, Pooled Oregon and Washington Sample, Choice Set Limited to
within a 60-Minute Drive One-Way, 2010-2012; Model (1) corresponds to Model (3) in Table
2 in the body of the paper; Model (5) corresponds to Model (5) in Table 3 in the body of
the paper

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
With Trend+ With Trend+ With Trend+ Visited Visited
Seasonality Seasonality Seasonality Sites Only Sites Only
Quadratic No Linear Linear Quadratic
Congestion Congestion Congestion Congestion Congestion

Travel cost variable: Cij
Roundtrip, 1/3 wage: α -0.0366∗∗∗ -0.0372∗∗∗ -0.0366∗∗∗ -0.0331∗∗∗ -0.0334∗∗∗

(0.00310) (0.00310) (0.00310) (0.00306) (0.00307)

Expected species richness: E[S]jt; interactions: Tt × E[S]jt
E[S]jt random coef. mean: β0 -0.00904 0.0141 0.00664 -0.00588 -0.00763

(0.0148) (0.0202) (0.0192) (0.0156) (0.0126)

E[S]jt random coef. variance: σ2
µ -0.0207∗∗ 0.0540∗∗∗ 0.0460∗∗∗ 0.0247∗∗∗ -0.00728

(0.00923) (0.00917) (0.00893) (0.00939) (0.00978)

E[S]jt × dev. med H.
Inc.($10,000): β0,1

0.00850∗ 0.0151∗ 0.0137∗ 0.0101∗ 0.00707∗

(0.00505) (0.00810) (0.00739) (0.00556) (0.00384)

E[S]jt × 1(February)t: β1,2 -0.0358∗∗ -0.0440∗∗ -0.0453∗∗∗ -0.0374∗∗ -0.0319∗∗

(0.0147) (0.0177) (0.0175) (0.0150) (0.0128)

E[S]jt × 1(March)t: β1,3 0.00913 0.0159 0.0113 0.0106 0.00591
(0.0181) (0.0215) (0.0210) (0.0183) (0.0160)

E[S]jt × 1(April)t: β1,4 0.0124 0.0112 0.00958 0.0141 0.0112
(0.0185) (0.0211) (0.0208) (0.0189) (0.0165)

E[S]jt × 1(May)t: β1,5 0.00692 0.00551 0.00315 0.00737 0.00623
(0.0167) (0.0203) (0.0198) (0.0172) (0.0146)

E[S]jt × 1(June)t: β1,6 0.113∗∗∗ 0.108∗∗∗ 0.103∗∗∗ 0.0974∗∗∗ 0.0970∗∗∗

(0.0316) (0.0338) (0.0334) (0.0323) (0.0308)

E[S]jt × 1(July)t: β1,7 -0.00835 -0.0112 -0.0127 -0.0101 -0.0112
(0.0167) (0.0194) (0.0192) (0.0168) (0.0150)

E[S]jt × 1(August)t: β1,8 0.0260 0.0342 0.0304 0.0260 0.0168
(0.0202) (0.0231) (0.0226) (0.0203) (0.0187)

E[S]jt × 1(September)t: β1,9 0.0315 0.0446 0.0391 0.0377 0.0284
(0.0254) (0.0300) (0.0291) (0.0276) (0.0239)

E[S]jt × 1(October)t: β1,10 0.0147 0.0142 0.0113 0.0138 0.0139
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Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
With Trend+ With Trend+ With Trend+ Visited Visited
Seasonality Seasonality Seasonality Sites Only Sites Only
Quadratic No Linear Linear Quadratic
Congestion Congestion Congestion Congestion Congestion

(0.0191) (0.0223) (0.0217) (0.0194) (0.0166)

E[S]jt × 1(November)t: β1,11 0.0446∗ 0.0646∗∗ 0.0588∗∗ 0.0413∗ 0.0296
(0.0233) (0.0269) (0.0262) (0.0233) (0.0199)

E[S]jt × 1(December)t: β1,12 0.0477∗∗ 0.0675∗∗ 0.0623∗∗ 0.0493∗∗ 0.0352
(0.0236) (0.0263) (0.0258) (0.0240) (0.0216)

E[S]jt × time trend (t10=0 in
2010): β1,13

0.00769 0.0119 0.0125∗ 0.0100 0.00593

(0.00603) (0.00728) (0.00704) (0.00612) (0.00510)
Other site attributes: Aj, Ajt
1(National Wildlife Refuge):
γ1,1

0.907∗∗∗ 1.276∗∗∗ 1.166∗∗∗ 0.899∗∗∗ 0.757∗∗∗

(0.185) (0.182) (0.183) (0.182) (0.182)

1(National Parks, etc.)j : γ1,2 0.738∗∗∗ 0.831∗∗∗ 0.822∗∗∗ 0.604∗∗∗ 0.535∗∗∗

(0.125) (0.124) (0.125) (0.125) (0.125)

1(National Forests, etc.)j : γ1,3 0.379∗∗∗ 0.462∗∗∗ 0.457∗∗∗ 0.309∗∗∗ 0.253∗∗∗

(0.0746) (0.0740) (0.0739) (0.0732) (0.0738)

1(Expect Endangered Bird):
γ1,4

1.643∗ 3.015∗∗∗ 2.588∗∗∗ 2.040∗∗ 1.420∗

(0.854) (0.979) (0.937) (0.920) (0.837)

1(Urban Area)j : γ1,5 -0.649∗∗∗ -0.645∗∗∗ -0.654∗∗∗ -0.600∗∗∗ -0.602∗∗∗

(0.0788) (0.0779) (0.0782) (0.0771) (0.0776)

1(Blue Mountains)j : γ1,6 -0.682 -0.569 -0.493 -0.332 -0.443
(0.814) (0.805) (0.808) (0.820) (0.828)

1(Cascades)j : γ1,7 0.518 0.478 0.587∗ 0.705∗∗ 0.696∗∗

(0.317) (0.318) (0.312) (0.308) (0.312)

1(Coast Range)j : γ1,8 0.473 0.696∗ 0.271 0.336 0.491
(0.367) (0.374) (0.392) (0.369) (0.350)

1(Columbia P lateau)j : γ1,9 -0.326 0.0387 -0.0361 0.389 0.196
(0.728) (0.710) (0.713) (0.747) (0.760)

1(East Cascades/Foothills)j :
γ1,10

-0.962 -0.994 -0.939 -0.300 -0.301

(0.666) (0.654) (0.650) (0.644) (0.655)
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Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
With Trend+ With Trend+ With Trend+ Visited Visited
Seasonality Seasonality Seasonality Sites Only Sites Only
Quadratic No Linear Linear Quadratic
Congestion Congestion Congestion Congestion Congestion

1(KlamathMtns, Coast Range)j :
γ1,11

-0.0843 -0.0387 0.0541 0.365 0.290

(0.422) (0.425) (0.420) (0.408) (0.410)

1(North Cascades)j : γ1,12 -0.928 -0.864 -0.871 -0.464 -0.498
(0.701) (0.672) (0.676) (0.697) (0.713)

1(North Rockies)j : γ1,13 0.303 0.517 0.467 0.593 0.520
(0.860) (0.855) (0.855) (0.875) (0.886)

1(Willamette V alley)j : γ1,14) 1.274∗∗∗ 1.160∗∗∗ 1.427∗∗∗ 1.227∗∗∗ 1.099∗∗∗

(0.360) (0.362) (0.371) (0.361) (0.354)

†Congestion/Popularityjt: γ1,15 190.7∗∗∗ 40.71∗∗∗ 33.10∗∗∗ 142.7∗∗∗

(13.50) (3.075) (3.179) (12.53)
[1em]
(Congestion/Popularityjt)

2:
γ1,16

-3719.8∗∗∗ -2683.8∗∗∗

(438.8) (396.2)

Sample selection correction terms
Cij × dev. mean incl. prop 0.0148∗∗∗ 0.0149∗∗∗ 0.0145∗∗∗ 0.0133∗∗∗ 0.0134∗∗∗

(0.00424) (0.00424) (0.00424) (0.00420) (0.00421)

E[S]jt × dev. mean incl. prop. 0.00331 0.0246 0.0198 0.00655 -0.00478
(0.0118) (0.0175) (0.0161) (0.0123) (0.00857)

Total Alternatives 155,495 155,495 155,495 90,079 90,079
Log Likelihood -4606.10 -4734.20 -4682.71 -4235.51 -4186.47
AIC 9280.19 9532.40 9431.43 8537.03 8440.94

Standard errors in parentheses. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1
† Share of all eBird trips, same month, last year, to site j

NOTES: Estimates estimated via STATA mixlogit.ado. These results use 500 Halton draws
for the mixed logit model simulations. Baseline coe�cient represents the marginal utility for
an eBirder who has the average propensity of eBird members to have given is home address
information at the time of registration and is visiting a rural site that is not managed for
biodiversity in the Puget Lowland in January of 2010. Models are the results for choice sets
within a 60-minute drive from a member's home.
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Table A7: Comparison of the Preferred Mixed Logit Speci�cation to the Ordinary Condi-
tional Logit Estimates; Choice Set Limited to within a 60-Minute Drive One-Way, 2010-2012;
Model (1) corresponds to Model (3) in Table 2 in the body of the paper; Model (2) does not
appear in the body of the paper

(1) (2) Not shown
Mixed Conditional in Table 2
Logit Logit of paper

Travel cost variable: Cij
Roundtrip, 1/3 wage: α -0.0366∗∗∗ -0.0368∗∗∗

(0.00310) (0.00309)
Expected species richness: E[S]jt; interactions: Tt × E[S]jt

E[S]jt random coef. mean: β0 -0.00904 0.00251
(0.0148) (0.00486)

E[S]jt random coef. variance: σ2
µ -0.0207∗∗

(0.00923)

E[S]jt × dev. med H. Inc. ($10,000): β0,1 0.00850∗ 0.00437
(0.00505) (0.00339)

E[S]jt × 1(February)t: β1,2 -0.0358∗∗ -0.000792
(0.0147) (0.00208)

E[S]jt × 1(March)t: β1,3 0.00913 0.000372 ×
(0.0181) (0.00199)

E[S]jt × 1(April)t: β1,4 0.0124 0.00121 ×
(0.0185) (0.00203)

E[S]jt × 1(May)t: β1,5 0.00692 0.00151 ×
(0.0168) (0.000463)

E[S]jt × 1(June)t: β1,6 0.113∗∗∗ 0.00259
(0.0316) (0.00220)

E[S]jt × 1(July)t: β1,7 -0.00835 0.00167 ×
(0.0167) (0.00230)

E[S]jt × 1(August)t: β1,8 0.0260 0.00218 ×
(0.0202) (0.00258)

E[S]jt × 1(September)t: β1,9 0.0315 0.00171 ×
(0.0254) (0.00226)

E[S]jt × 1(October)t: β1,10 0.0147 0.00164 ×
(0.0191) (0.00214)

E[S]jt × 1(November)t: β1,11 0.0446∗ 0.00146
(0.0233) (0.00204)

E[S]jt × 1(December)t: β1,12 0.0477∗∗ 0.000607
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Continued

(1) (2) Not shown
Mixed Conditional in Table 2
Logit Logit of paper

(0.0236) (0.00197)

E[S]jt × time trend (t10=0 in 2010): β1,13 0.00769 0.000261 ×
(0.00603) (0.000728)

Other site attributes: Aj, Ajt

1(National Wildlife Refuge): γ1,1 0.907∗∗∗ 0.922∗∗∗

(0.185) (0.187)
1(National Parks, etc.)j : γ1,2 0.738∗∗∗ 0.797∗∗∗

(0.125) (0.124)

1(National Forests, etc.)j : γ1,3 0.379∗∗∗ 0.420∗∗∗

(0.0746) (0.0745)

1(Expect Endangered Bird): γ1,4 1.643∗ 1.418∗

(0.854) (0.758)

1(Urban Area)j : γ1,5 -0.649∗∗∗ -0.683∗∗∗

(0.0788) (0.0785)

1(Blue Mountains)j : γ1,6 0.682 -0.975 ×
(0.814) (0.835)

1(Cascades)j : γ1,7 0.518 0.341 ×
(0.317) (0.318)

1(Coast Range)j : γ1,8 0.473 0.276 ×
(0.367) (0.365)

1(Columbia P lateau)j : γ1,9 -0.326 -0.806 ×
(0.728) (0.750)

1(East Cascades/Foothills)j : γ1,10 -0.962 -1.035 ×
(0.666) (0.692)

1(Klamath Mtns, Coast Range)j : γ1,11 -0.0843 -0.226 ×
(0.422) (0.424)

1(North Cascades)j : γ1,12 -0.928 -1.127 ×
(0.701) (0.731)

1(North Rockies)j : γ1,13 0.303 -0.0744 ×
(0.860) (0.881)

1(Willamette V alley)j : γ1,14) 1.274∗∗∗ 1.122∗∗∗

(0.360) (0.355)
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(1) (2) Not shown
Mixed Conditional in Table 2
Logit Logit of paper

†Congestion/Popularityjt: γ1,16 190.7∗∗∗ 200.9∗∗∗

(13.50) (12.76)
[1em] (Congestion/Popularityjt)

2: γ1,17 -3719.8∗∗∗ -3918.6∗∗∗

(438.8) (429.7)
Sample selection correction terms

Cij × dev. mean incl. prop. 0.0148∗∗∗ 0.0152∗∗∗ ×
(0.00424) (0.00423)

E[S]jt × dev. mean incl. prop. 0.00331 -0.000388 ×
(0.0118) (0.00707)

Total Alternatives 155,495 155,495
Log Likelihood -4606.10 -5428.58
AIC 9280.19 10923.15
Standard errors in parentheses. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1
† Share of all eBird trips, same month, last year, to site j

NOTES: Estimates estimated via STATA clogit command and mixlogit.ado.The mixed logit
results use 500 Halton draws for the mixed logit model simulations. Baseline coe�cient rep-
resents the marginal utility for an eBirder who has the average propensity of eBird members
to have given is home address information at the time of registration and is visiting a rural
site that is not managed for biodiversity in the Puget Lowland in January of 2010. Models
are the results for choice sets within a 60-minute drive from a member's home.
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Table A8: For comparison: 60-minute Consideration Sets; Preferred Speci�cation of Model,
Varying the Fixed-Wage Fraction for the Opportunity Cost of Time, Mixed Logit Results,
Pooled Oregon and Washington, 2010-2012

Fixed Wage-Fraction of Opportunity (1) (2) (3) (4)
Cost of Time With 1/3 With 0 With 1/2 With 3/4

Travel cost variable: Cij
Roundtrip, 1/3 wage: α -0.0366∗∗∗

(0.00310)

Roundtrip, 0 wage: α -0.0424∗∗∗

(0.00369)

Roundtrip, 1/2 wage: α -0.0341∗∗∗

(0.00287)

Roundtrip, 3/4 wage: α -0.0309∗∗∗

(0.00257)

Expected species richness: E[S]jt; interactions: Tt × E[S]jt
E[S]jt random coef. mean: β0 -0.00904 -0.00923 -0.00896 -0.00885

(0.0148) (0.0147) (0.0148) (0.0148)
E[S]jt random coef. variance: σ2

µ 0.0207∗∗ 0.0203∗∗ 0.0208∗∗ 0.0210∗∗

(0.00923) (0.00926) (0.00921) (0.00919)

E[S]jt × dev. med H. Inc. ($10,000): β0,1 0.00850∗ 0.00844∗ 0.00853∗ 0.00857∗

(0.00505) (0.00502) (0.00506) (0.00508)

E[S]jt × 1(February)t: β1,2 -0.0358∗∗ -0.0358∗∗ -0.0358∗∗ -0.0359∗∗

(0.0147) (0.0147) (0.0148) (0.0148)

E[S]jt × 1(March)t: β1,3 0.00913 0.00901 0.00918 0.00923
(0.0181) (0.0181) (0.0181) (0.0182)

E[S]jt × 1(April)t: β1,4 0.0124 0.0124 0.0124 0.0124
(0.0185) (0.0185) (0.0185) (0.0186)

E[S]jt × 1(May)t: β1,5 0.00692 0.00691 0.00692 0.00693
(0.0167) (0.0167) (0.0168) (0.0168)

E[S]jt × 1(June)t: β1,6 0.113∗∗∗ 0.112∗∗∗ 0.113∗∗∗ 0.113∗∗∗

(0.0316) (0.0316) (0.0316) (0.0316)

E[S]jt × 1(July)t: β1,7 -0.00835 -0.00835 -0.00835 -0.00837
(0.0167) (0.0167) (0.0167) (0.0168)

E[S]jt × 1(August)t: β1,8 0.0260 0.0258 0.0261 0.0262
(0.0202) (0.0201) (0.0202) (0.0202)

E[S]jt × 1(September)t: β1,9 0.0315 0.0315 0.0315 0.0315
(0.0254) (0.0253) (0.0254) (0.0254)

E[S]jt × 1(October)t: β1,10 0.0147 0.0151 0.0146 0.0145
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Continued

Fixed Wage-Fraction of Opportunity (1) (2) (3) (4)
Cost of Time With 1/3 With 0 With 1/2 With 3/4

(0.0191) (0.0191) (0.0191) (0.0192)

E[S]jt × 1(November)t: β1,11 0.0446∗ 0.0447∗ 0.0445∗ 0.0445∗

(0.0233) (0.0233) (0.0233) (0.0233)

E[S]jt × 1(December)t: β1,12 0.0477∗∗ 0.0480∗∗ 0.0476∗∗ 0.0474∗∗

(0.0236) (0.0236) (0.0236) (0.0236)

E[S]jt × time trend (t10=0 in 2010): β1,13 0.00769 0.00758 0.00773 0.00778
(0.00603) (0.00601) (0.00603) (0.00604)

Other site attributes: Aj, Ajt

1(National Wildlife Refuge): γ1,1 0.907∗∗∗ 0.926∗∗∗ 0.900∗∗∗ 0.891∗∗∗

(0.185) (0.185) (0.185) (0.185)

1(National Parks, etc.)j : γ1,2 0.738∗∗∗ 0.730∗∗∗ 0.741∗∗∗ 0.745∗∗∗

(0.125) (0.125) (0.125) (0.125)

1(National Forests, etc.)j : γ1,3 0.379∗∗∗ 0.377∗∗∗ 0.380∗∗∗ 0.380∗∗∗

(0.0746) (0.0746) (0.0746) (0.0746)

1(Expect Endangered Bird): γ1,4 1.643∗ 1.628∗ 1.648∗ 1.655∗

(0.854) (0.851) (0.855) (0.856)

1(Urban Area)j : γ1,5 -0.649∗∗∗ -0.624∗∗∗ -0.658∗∗∗ -0.668∗∗∗

(0.0788) (0.0784) (0.0790) (0.0791)
1(Blue Mountains)j : γ1,6 -0.682 -0.665 -0.688 -0.694

(0.814) (0.814) (0.814) (0.814)

1(Cascades)j : γ1,7 0.518 0.537∗ 0.509 0.497
(0.317) (0.318) (0.317) (0.317)

1(Coast Range)j : γ1,8 0.473 0.481 0.470 0.466
(0.367) (0.368) (0.366) (0.365)

1(Columbia P lateau)j : γ1,9 -0.326 -0.325 -0.327 -0.329
(0.728) (0.726) (0.728) (0.729)

1(East Cascades/Foothills)j : γ1,10 -0.962 -0.952 -0.966 -0.972
(0.666) (0.665) (0.666) (0.666)

1(Klamath Mtns, Coast Range)j : γ1,11 -0.0843 -0.0430 -0.102 -0.125
(0.422) (0.422) (0.422) (0.422)

1(North Cascades)j : γ1,12 -0.928 -0.925 -0.928 -0.929
(0.701) (0.697) (0.702) (0.702)

1(North Rockies)j : γ1,13 0.303 0.295 0.306 0.310
(0.860) (0.858) (0.860) (0.861)
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Continued

Fixed Wage-Fraction of Opportunity (1) (2) (3) (4)
Cost of Time With 1/3 With 0 With 1/2 With 3/4

1(Willamette V alley)j : γ1,14) 1.274∗∗∗ 1.278∗∗∗ 1.273∗∗∗ 1.271∗∗∗

(0.360) (0.362) (0.360) (0.359)

†Congestion/Popularityjt: γ1,15 190.7∗∗∗ 190.6∗∗∗ 190.7∗∗∗ 190.8∗∗∗

(13.50) (13.48) (13.50) (13.52)

(Congestion/Popularityjt)
2: γ1,16 -3719.8∗∗∗ -3713.7∗∗∗ -3722.7∗∗∗ -3726.7∗∗∗

(438.8) (438.2) (439.0) (439.3)
Sample selection correction terms

Cij × dev. mean incl. prop., O.C. 1/3 0.0148∗∗∗

(0.00424)

Cij × dev. mean incl. prop., O.C. 0 0.0173∗∗∗

(0.00499)

Cij × dev. mean incl. prop., O.C. 1/2 0.0137∗∗∗

(0.00394)

Cij × dev. mean incl. prop., O.C. 3/4 0.0124∗∗∗

(0.00355)

E[S]jt × dev. mean incl. prop. 0.00331 0.00307 0.00341 0.00353
(0.0118) (0.0117) (0.0118) (0.0118)

Total Alternatives 155,495 155,495 155,495 155,495
Log Likelihood -4606.10 -4609.65 -4605.01 -4603.89
AIC 9280.19 9287.30 9278.02 9275.78

NOTES: Estimates estimated via STATAmixlogit.ado. The results of the mixed logit results
use 500 Halton draws for the mixed logit model simulations. Baseline coe�cient represents
the marginal utility for an eBirder who has the average propensity of eBird members to have
given is home address information at the time of registration and is visiting a rural site that
is not managed for biodiversity in the Puget Lowland in January of 2010. Models are the
results for choice sets within a 60-minute drive from a member's home.
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Table A9: Selected Simulations Related to Species Richness, Based on the Parameter Esti-
mates for a Model Omitting Never-Visited Sites

Simulation $ Total WTP $ Marg WTP
for trip (per species)

A. By number of species (E[S]jt)
(At mean congestion, June, 2012, not managed, rural, Puget Lowlands)
5 species (minimum) 28.11*** 3.15***
69 species (10th percentile) 229.69*** "
72 species (25th percentile) 239.14*** "
78 species (50th percentile) 258.04*** "
81 species (75th percentile) 267.49*** "
84 species (90th percentile) 276.94*** "
98 species (maximum) 321.04*** "

B. By presence of endangered/threatened species
(At means of cont. variables, June, 2012, not managed, rural, Puget Lowlands)
Neither threatened nor endangered species 251.85*** 3.15***
Endangered species present 294.8*** "

C. By month (Tt variable)
(At mean E[S], mean congestion, 2012, not managed, rural, Puget Lowlands)
January 30.32 .22
February .13 -.76***
March 43.15 .39
April 55.21 .55
May 43.36 .4
June 251.85*** 3.15***
July 12.48 -.13
August 67.82* .72
September 94.35* 1.07
October 60.9* .63
November 96.68** 1.11**
December 108.57** 1.26**

D. By year (Tt variable)
(At mean E[S], mean congestion, June, not managed, rural, Puget Lowlands)
2010 224.25*** 2.79***
2011 238.04*** 2.97***
2012 251.85*** 3.15***

***99% simulated con�dence interval excludes zero
**95% simulated con�dence interval excludes zero
*90% simulated con�dence interval excludes zero
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Table A10: Selected Simulations related to Site Attributes, Based on the Parameter Esti-
mates for a Model Omitting Never-Visited Sites

Simulation $ Total WTP for trip $ Marg WTP (per
species)

E. By management regime (Ajt variables)
(At mean E[S], mean congestion, June, 2012, rural, Puget Lowlands)
National Parks, etc. 267.98*** 3.15***
National Wildlife Refuges 290.82*** "
National Forests, etc. 259.51*** "
Not managed (repeat) 251.85*** "

F. By urban/rural (a Ajt variable)
(At mean E[S], mean congestion, June, 2012, not managed, Puget Lowlands)
Urban 233.68*** 3.15***
Rural 251.85*** "

G. By congestion/popularity measure (Ajt variables)
(At mean E[S], June, 2012, not managed, rural, Puget Lowlands)
10th %ile of eBird congestion = 0 239.48*** 3.15***
Mean eBird congestion=.000645 242.23*** "
90th %ile of eBird congestion = 0.010481 275.77*** "

H. By Ecoregion (Ajt variables)
(At mean E[S], mean congestion, June, 2012, not managed, rural)
Blue Mountains 238.55*** 3.15***
Cascades 272.99*** "
Coast Range 266.9*** "
Columbia Plateau 257.57*** "
Eastern Cascades Slopes and Foothills 242.68*** "
Klamath Mtns and CA High N. Coast Range 260.74*** "
North Cascades 236.69*** "
Northern Basin and Range 251.85*** "
Northern Rockies 267.23*** "
Puget Lowlands 251.85*** "
Willamette Valley 285.19*** "

***99% simulated con�dence interval excludes zero
**95% simulated con�dence interval excludes zero
*90% simulated con�dence interval excludes zero
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Table A11: Varying the Fixed-Wage Fraction of the Opportunity Cost of Time from 0 to 3
4

Wage-rate fraction 0 1/3 1/2 3/4
MWTP for an Expected Bird Species 2.90 3.38 3.63 4.02

TWTP for a simulated trip 233.33 271.75 291.94 323.35
***99% simulated con�dence interval excludes zero
**95% simulated con�dence interval excludes zero
*90% simulated con�dence interval excludes zero

Varying the �xed-wage fraction of the opportunity cost of time from 0 to 3
4 for the preferred

model at the means of continuous variables for a trip taken in June of 2012 to a rural site
not managed for biodiversity. Baseline case: mean E[S], mean congestion/popularity,
June, not managed, rural, Puget Lowlands, 2012.
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Table A12: Probit Model for Whether eBird Member Provided Home Address at Time of
Enrollment

Dep.Var.:1(GaveAddress) Coef. Std. Err. P> |z|

Annual average total reported visits 0.000883 0.00017 0.000***

Duration of membership in eBird:
1(First year = 2001) 0.102 0.199 0.606
1(First year = 2002) 0.120 0.199 0.548
1(First year = 2003) 0.0717 0.257 0.780
1(First year = 2004) -0.358 0.233 0.125
1(First year = 2005) 0.00965 0.173 0.956
1(First year = 2006) -0.108 0.200 0.590
1(First year = 2007) -0.0171 0.172 0.920
1(First year = 2008) -0.0874 0.142 0.538
1(First year = 2009) 0.0148 0.136 0.913
1(First year = 2010) 0.0568 0.139 0.682
1(First year = 2011) -0.253 0.161 0.117
1(First year = 2012) -0.213 0.144 0.141

Variables describing county containing gravity center of all of this person's
birding destinations:
Population Density + -9.5E-05 0.000372 0.799
% of pop with high school educ.++ -0.00266 0.0214 0.901
% of pop with bachelor degree++ 0.0173 0.0234 0.458
% of pop in the labor force ++ 0.0380 0.0253 0.133
% unemployed ++ 0.0860 0.0533 0.106
Median Household Income ++ -1.9E-05 1.72E-05 0.275
Median Age + 0.0116 0.00455 0.011***
% voted Republican in 2008 Election 0.0187 0.00981 0.056*

Constant -4.37 2.77 0.114

N (pooled across OR and WA) 3041
Log Likelihood -1567
Standard errors in parentheses. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.
+ data are from the 2010 Census; ++ data are from the 2007-2011 ACS 5 year estimates;
+++ data.gov. All data used are aggregated at the county level.
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Table A13: Average Avidity Level of Birder by Month of Trip

Month Average Avidity
(# trips eBirder logged
in prior calendar year)

January 42.6
Febrary 31.7
March 35.4
April 35.4
May 36.7
June 43
July 39.3

August 49.5
September 49.1
October 30.8
November 47.8
December 43.7
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Table A14: Selected Simulations Concerning Expected Species Richness, Based on the Pa-
rameter Estimates in Model 3 from Table 2 in the Body of the Paper�WITH the noise in
the random parameter on Expected Species

Simulation $ Total WTP $ Marg WTP
for trip (per species)

A. By number of species (E[S]jt)
(At mean congestion, June, 2012, not managed, rural, Puget Lowlands)
5 species (minimum) 33.16*

(1.70, 67.15)
3.55

(-2.85, 10.70)
69 species (10th percentile) 284.72

(0, 751.81)
"

72 species (25th percentile) 296.56
(0, 783.95)

"

78 species (50th percentile) 320.25
(0, 848.24)

"

81 species (75th percentile) 332.09
(0, 880.36)

"

84 species (90th percentile) 343.94
(0, 912.45)

"

98 species (maximum) 399.21
(0, 1062.37)

"

B. By month (Tt variable)
(At mean E[S], mean congestion, 2012, not managed, rural, Puget Lowlands)
January 143.34

(0, 571.70)
0.45

(-5.92, 7.34)
February 105.72

(0, 496.46)
-0.54

(-6.88, 6.34)
March 154.85

(0, 601.98)
.69

(-5.72, 7.74)
April 159.01

(0, 601.56)
0.79

(-5.62, 7.74)
May 151.77

(0, 592.46)
0.63

(-5.77, 7.61)
June 312.48

(0, 827.16)
3.55

(-2.85, 10.70)
July 134.05

(0, 560.47)
0.21

(-6.14, 7.19)

Continued on next page
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Table A14 � continued from previous page
Simulation $ Total WTP $ Marg WTP

for trip (per species)
August 176.55

(0, 638.42)
1.16

(-5.20, 8.23)
September 185.33

(0, 655.80)
1.32

(-5.16, 8.44)
October 161.51

(0, 608.47)
0.85

(-5.50, 7.81)
November 202.72

(0, 680.35)
1.67

(-4.77, 8.77)
December 208.02

(0, 685.52)
1.77

(-4.68, 8.83)

C. By year (Tt variable)
(At mean E[S], mean congestion, June, not managed, rural, Puget Lowlands)
2010 285.73

(0, 790.47)
3.13

(-3.30, 10.22)
2011 298.92

(0, 808.93)
3.34

(-3.03, 10.46)
2012 312.48

(0, 827.16)
3.55

(-2.85, 10.70)

***99% simulated con�dence interval excludes zero
**95% simulated con�dence interval excludes zero
*90% simulated con�dence interval excludes zero

Simulated negative values of TWTP set to zero
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Table A15: Selected Simulations Concerning Site Attributes, Based on the Parameter Esti-
mates in Model 3 from Table 2 in the Body of the Paper�WITH the noise in the random
parameter on Expected Species

Simulation $ Total WTP $ Marg WTP
for trip (per species)

D. By presence of endangered species in previous calendar year (Ajt variable)
(At means of cont. variables, June, 2012, not managed, rural, Puget Lowlands)
No endangered species present 312.48

(0, 827.16)
3.55

(-2.85, 10.70)
Endangered species present 351.81

(0, 874.45)
"

E. By management regime (Ajt variables)
(At mean E[S], mean congestion, June, 2012, rural, Puget Lowlands)
National Wildlife Refuges 351.13

(0, 871.24)
3.55

(-2.85, 10.70)
National Parks, etc. 329.62

(0, 848.60)
"

National Forests, etc. 321.23
(0, 837.60)

"

Not managed (repeat) 312.48
(0, 827.16)

"

F. By urban/rural (a Ajt variable)
(At mean E[S], mean congestion, June, 2012, not managed, Puget Lowlands)
Urban 297.72

(0, 808.81)
3.55

(-2.85, 10.70)
Rural 312.48

(0, 827.16)
"

G. By congestion/popularity measure (Ajt variables)
(At mean E[S], June, 2012, not managed, rural, Puget Lowlands)
Mean eBird congestion=0 300.29

(0, 813.54)
3.55

(-2.85, 10.70)
Mean eBird congestion=.000645 302.98

(0, 816.64)
"

Mean eBird congestion=.010481 336.55
(0, 853.44)

"

Continued on next page
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Table A15 � continued from previous page
Simulation $ Total WTP $ Marg WTP

for trip (per species)
H. By Ecoregion (Ajt variables)
(At mean E[S], mean congestion, June, 2012, not managed, rural)
Blue Mountains 297.36

(0, 810.76)
3.55

(-2.85, 10.70)
Cascades 324.58

(0, 842.87)
"

Coast Range 323.42
(0, 837.98)

"

Columbia Plateau 305.16
(0, 818.17)

"

Eastern Cascades Slopes and Foothills 290.67
(0, 800.61)

"

Klamath Mtns and CA High N. Coast Range 310.80
(0, 825.43)

"

North Cascades 291.51
(0, 799.64)

"

Northern Basin and Range 312.48
(0, 827.16)

"

Northern Rockies 319.48
(0, 839.56)

"

Puget Lowlands 312.48
(0, 827.16)

"

Willamette Valley 342.54
(0, 864.31)

"

See footnotes to Table A14
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Table A16: Selected Simulations Concerning Past Birding Behavior, Based on the Parameter
Estimates in Model 5 from Table 2 in the Body of the Paper�WITH the noise in the random
parameter on Expected Species

Simulation $ Total WTP $ Marg WTP
for trip (per species)

I. By prior year same-month visits to this site (Hi
jt) variable

(At mean E[S], mean congestion, June, 2012, not managed, rural, Puget Lowlands)
No trips to this site last year 301.22

(0, 812.33)
3.30

(-3.51, 10.49)
One trip to this site last year 250.90

(0, 749.64)
"

Two trips to this site last year 242.05
(0, 735.90)

"

See footnotes to Table A14

Table A17: Selected Simulations of WTP for trips to Selected Actual Hotspots, Based on
the Parameter Estimates in Model 3 from Table 2 in the Body of the Paper�WITH the
noise in the random parameter on Expected Species

Simulation $ Total WTP $ Marg WTP
for trip (per species)

J. By Speci�c Site Examples
(At means of cont. variables)
Nisqually NWRa - June 336.39

(0, 866.90)
3.55

(-2.85, 10.70)
Nisqually NWR - Dec 248.65

(0, 795.46)
1.77

(-4.68, 8.83)
Discovery Parkb - June 322.33

(0, 852.31)
3.55

(-2.85, 10.70)
Discovery Park - Dec 211.39

(0, 720.38)
1.77

(-4.68, 8.83)
William L. Finley NWRc - June 350.00

(0, 885.05)
3.55

(-2.85, 10.70)
William L Finley NWR - Dec 233.19

(0, 723.10)
1.77

(-4.68, 8.83)
Waterfront Park & Eastbank Esplanaded - June 347.83

(0, 888.44)
3.55

(-2.85, 10.70)
Waterfront Park & Eastbank Esplanade - Dec 235.72

(0, 741.32)
1.77

(-4.68, 8.83)

See footnotes to Table A14
aIn Washington, between Tacoma and Olympia, on Puget Sound.
bAn urban park about six miles northwest of downtown Seattle, Washington, on Puget Sound.
cIn Oregon, between Corvallis and Eugene along the 99W highway.
dAn urban hotspot in Portland, Oregon, along the Willamette River.
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